
 

OFyt creates brand collateral for newly launched Galaxy
and Co.

Old Friends Young Talent (OFyt) - that bunch of wise, very experienced advertising people working with some very smart,
younger, slightly better-looking people - recently created the brand collateral for TFG (The Foschini Group) reimagined
pure play jewellery brand, Galaxy and Co.

The relationship between TFG and OFyt started with the agency redesigning the American Swiss brand identity in 2017 and
delivering additional brand and design solutions across their jewellery offerings which also includes Sterns.

The current relationship has grown to extend into group marketing and OFyt continues to build brand driven solutions within
the bigger ecosystem. The result is the latest work on Galaxy and Co.

Brandt Botes, head of design at OFyt, explains: “The Galaxy brand was reinvented and relaunched as a pure play brand at
the end of 2020 – a first within the TFG stable and at a time when the world experienced a massive shift in consumer
behaviour.”

OFyt was handed the reimagined brand identity, which allowed the team to be completely objective about the application
and roll-out thereof into a digital space. “It was the perfect opportunity to marry design and social media/digital in a way we
have not done before as an agency.”

Contrary to Galaxy and Co.’s previous form and focus, the brand is wanting to connect with the younger, fashion conscious
consumer.

Says Naomi du Plessis, social media content manager at OFyt: “They're all about jewellery stacking, mixing and matching
and customisation - but are still looking for pieces that will stand the test of time. So, it's important for us to position
ourselves directly in that sweet spot between being trendy yet delivering on quality. This approach also resulted in the brand
position: ‘your way your style’”.
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Creating a jewellery brand that lives in a digital space was an exciting and bold move for TFG.

Says Lee Reitz, head of jewellery marketing at TFG: “It's worth noting that our audience is not just our consumer, they're
our 'muses' too. They're the ones we look to for inspiration, and we really want to place them front and centre in our social
media content and approach; to always have how they experience the jewellery and our brand communication front of
mind.”

While it was important to create brand awareness and build out the new Galaxy identity, it was also critical to hit the ground
running in terms of revenue. Botes continues: “We took a slightly different approach to the application of the bold and
iconic identity in our most recent content. The identity is incorporated within the photography, rather than overlayed on top
of it - it seems obvious, but it gives an opportunity to get the best of both worlds.”

With American Swiss and Sterns being leaders in the fine jewellery category in South Africa, TFG set out to make sure
Galaxy and Co. stand out from the competition by driving engaging content and a customer inspired product strategy as a
pure-play brand.

“We’re confident with our choice as this is where our consumer is creating content, being influenced and ultimately
shopping,” concludes Reitz.

To see the creative in a digital space, please follow Galaxy and Co. on Instagram here.

For more information on OFyt, visit their website or follow the agency on Instagram and Facebook.
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https://www.instagram.com/ofytagency/
https://www.facebook.com/OFandyt


About OFyt:
OFyt is some very experienced advertising people working with some very smart, younger, slightly better-looking people.
We like to grow things. Mostly our people of all because they are our business. We try and fast track young, disadvantaged
talent – the thing our industry needs the most.

We also draw on this powerful combination of young talent and experienced advertising professionals to grow our clients’
business. Our work for Kia, Prudential, The Crazy Store, Jack Daniel’s, Viceroy and Heineken speaks for itself. The results
tell a story too.

We prize authenticity and honesty – both in the work we do and the people we decide to work with. Our agency is a bright
place, you’ll find that if you take a walk around or talk to us or talk to the plants. There are a lot of plants, they help us
breathe and they grow well too.
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